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SHRI K. NATWAR SINGH (Rajasthan): Mr. Chairman, Sir, first of all, 

I 'would like to thank the Prime Minister for the statement that he has made 

with regard to his conversation with the Prime Minister of Pakistan on 
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28 April, 2003, following the Prime Minister's pronouncements in Srinagar in 

which he stretched out his hand of friendship to Pakistan. Now, the Congress 

Party has always been in favour of keeping the diplomatic door open. And, 

therefore, we had welcomed your statement in Srinagar, and said so in plain 

words that we welcomed it and this was a step that should have been taken 

much earlier. Now, there is a sequence of events in all this, and I would like to 

dwell upon this. But, before I do so, I would like to know from the Prime 

Minister whether Mr. Jamali invited him to visit Pakistan or not. Your statement 

does not throw any light on it. And if he invited you, have you accepted it, or 

have you not accepted it. Thirdly, is your acceptance or non-acceptance of the 

invitation conditional on the stoppage of cross-border terrorism? Is there a 

condition for your meeting or not? Because this is a vital matter. Why I am 

emphasising this is because when you went to Lahore, we welcomed your visit 

to Lahore. But, cross-border terrorism was rampant, at that time, when you 

were in Lahore, and they were occupying our bunkers in Kargil. And on your 

return, the distinguished gentleman sitting on your left said that your meeting 

with Nawaz Sharif was a defining moment in Indo-Pak relations. Now, this is 

diplomatic dilettanteism. It is not serious diplomacy. He could have said, 'Yes, 

it is an important meeting, and, therefore, you look forward to improvement in 

our relations. This defining moment led to Kargil within four months. Then, 

when you invited him, after saying that we will not talk to Musharraf, to Agra, 

we supported it. Now, both Agra and Lahore, in our judgement, were in your 

own words, disappointments and failures. And, you were good enough, and 

candid enough and great enough to say so in Srinagar. Now, Sir, if cross-

border terrorism does not stop, does this process go forward? I think you have 

already appointed a High Commissioner, a man called Mr. Bhasin. Are you 

sending him there, or, are you re-appointing him, and when will it take place? 

Is there any time-frame for it? So, I think, the House will be interested to know 

whether (a) you are appointing a new High Commissioner, and (b) when he is 

to go. 

Now, Sir, there are one or two important events. I had been an 

Ambassador to Pakistan, and I have been following the Indo-Pak events for a 

number of years, and the last time my visit in Pakistan was in your company 

when President Venkataraman led a delegation to the funeral of General Zia-

ul-Haq. You were a member of that delegation, so was I. Now, I know the Indo-

Pak relations are accident-prone. It is also a fundamental truth which may 

sound contradictory, but the future of Indo-Pak 
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relations lies in the past, and a part of that past, we cannot disown, neither 

they nor us. Therefore, the relations between India and Pakistan are devilishly 

complex. Every human emotion that is possible goes into them on both sides. 

Now, we, being a much larger country, are not obsessed with the question of 

Jammu and Kashmir; Pakistani are. And, Gen. Musharraf is the great exponent 

of making Jammu and Kashmir the core issue of the Indo-Pak relatione Now, it 

is our fundamental belief and you and your Government have said so that the 

bedrock of the Indo-Pak relations is the Shimla Agreement. That is why I am 

surprised that in today's newspapers, the Pakistan PR at New York has said 

that Pakistan has become the President of the Security Council for the month 

of May, and that they would like to call a meeting of the Security Council to 

discuss Jammu and Kashmir. I think, Sir, the House will be interested to know 

from the hon. Prime Minister whether (a) such a statement, in fact, has been 

made, and, what has, our PR in New York said to the Ministry; and, (b) if such 

a meeting was to be held, will we attend that meeting? Now, your Principal 

Advisor and I were together in the UN. In September, 1965, Sardar Swaran 

Singh walked out of the Security Council, and, since then, we have not agreed 

to a discussion on the Jammu and Kashmir at the Security Council. I think, this 

background is important, and it is necessary to be very clear about this. Now, 

suppose Pakistan would go ahead with this, what you have said in your 

statement is that 'we welcome'. Will a stop be put to the process which you, 

very rightly in our judgement, started at Srinagar, and in your conversation with 

the Prime Minister of Pakistan? I do not want to go into the nitty-gritty of it, but 

it would have been in the fitness of things if President Musharraf had 

telephoned ycu because you are the executive Prime Minister of India. Mr. 

Jamali is not the executive Prime Minister of Pakistan. You are answerable to 

this House. Mr. Jamali is answerable to General Musharraf, and the difference 

is important and should not be lost sight of. Another worrying item in today's 

newspapers is this. I am not saying that this is an authentic statement. But the 

statement is made, or alleged to have been made, by Lieutenant General 

Garner, who is trying to add to the mess that already exists in Iraq, in which he 

has said that by December, 2004 a settlement of Jammu & Kashmir will have 

taken place. I didn't realise that a retired Lieutenant Genera
1
 of the American 

Army was making policy pronouncements which are the sole concerns of India 

and Pakistan. We would like some light to be shed on this particular statement, 

if such a statement has not been made or our Ambassador has sought 

clarifications from the State Department, or the Ministry of External Affairs 
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has sought clarifications from Mr. Blackwill. Mr. Blackwill is generally reluctant 

to go to the Ministry of External Affairs. He has direct access to your office. I do 

not when he was last in the Ministry of External Affairs. It might be a good idea 

to send for him before he leaves our shores because he has made a major 

contribution to the improvement of our relations. There is no doubt about it. I 

have the highest regards for his skills in dealing with so complex an issue as 

Indo-Pakistan relations. May I, Sir, in conclusion request you to take the House 

in confidence, and tell us what your sustained vision is of Indo-Pak relations, 

not in the next century, but in the next twelve months? What is your vision? 

What made you change your mind when you went to Srinagar because all 

along you and your Ministers had been saying that we will not talk to Pakistan 

so long as cross-border terrorism does not stop? It hasn't stopped. Again I say, 

we welcome your statement, but what is the genesis of the strategic or tactical 

or diplomatic thinking with regard to a vision that you would like to present to 

the House and the country? How do you see the evolution? Or, are we going to 

have India's foreign policy reduced to episoditism? Have Lahore, forget about 

it; have Agra, forget about it; have a cease-fire, we won't come when you invite 

somebody. So, I think, there should be some flexibility in foreign policy. You 

cannot have a static foreign policy; you cannot have an unimaginative foreign 

policy; you cannot have an uncreative foreign policy in a country like India. 

India has to have a vision and we have had a vision and that is why because 

the narrow vision exists, which no Central Government has been able to 

change because it is not necessary to change and you don't have a substitute 

for it, the agenda changes from decade to decade but your broad framework 

remains. So, what is your vision for Indo-Pak relations and if the cross-border 

terrorism does not stop, does this process that you have begun stop? So, I 

would ^e most grateful, Sir, and I want to say that it is a matter of pride for this 

juntry that on foreign policy, on security and on India's defence and 

sovereignty, there has been a broad national consensus all these years and 

should be the endeavour of every Member of this House regardless of .litical 

affiliations to strengthen that consensus so that we go to the negotiating table, 

that you go to the negotiating table or your Minister or /our Foreign Secretary 

with the support of the Indian people go to the negotiating table so that a sound 

basis for amicable, if not, friendly relations, is laid that we can look forward to 

the future, with, at least, a friction-free relationship.   Thank you. 
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SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN (Nominated): Mr. Chairman, Sir, may I first 

heartily congratulate the hon. Prime Minister on his very statesmanlike 

statement. Restoring air links and upgrading the Mission in Pakistan is a good 

news, very good news, and what I like best is that there is no trace of 

recrimination in the entire statement. This is how foreign policy has to be 

conducted. Now, Sir, the hon. Member, Mr. Natwar Singh, "who has very vast 

experience, has asked all the questions that we wish to be enlightened upon, 

but may I stress, Sir, one thing which was most disturbing when I read the 

newspaper this morning. It may be repetitive. Since Mr. Natwar Singh asked 

so many questions, perhaps this may be missed. It is that on assuming the 

next Presidency of the Security Council - it is reported that the representative 

of Pakistan in the Security Council will become President for a month -- the 

representative proposes to bring on the agenda of the Security Council the 

issue of Kashmir. May I request the hon. Prime Minister, if that is possible, to 

enlighten the House on the Government of India's stand? Thank you. 

SHRI JIBON ROY (West Bengal): Sir, my party, the Communist 

Party of India (Marxist), has welcomed the comments made by the Prime 

Minister in Srinagar, and the subsequent statement made before the House. 

It is good that the Prime Minister of Pakistan has appreciated the position 

taken by the Prime Minister of India, and it is further good that we have 

responded positively by restoring the civil aviation link between India and 

Pakistan and upgrading our foreign office in Pakistan. But, our party has all 

along been telling that negotiations should continue, and India should lead 

the course of negotiations. At the same time, we have been telling that too 

many conditionalities should not be attached to these negotiations. The 

prestige of the country, the dignity of the country should be maintained. We 

believe that the door of negotiations will open, and when, at what time and 

under what conditions the negotiations should be started, is the prerogative 

of the Government, and specially, of the Prime Minister. He will take a 

decision. But I want to submit two things before the Government. One thing 

is that, while maintaining the dignity of the nation, so many 'ifs' and 'buts' 

should not l>e attached to these talks. Our stand should be positive. We 

should lead the process _ond thing is that, I echo the voice raised 

by my senior colleague, Shri Natwar Singh, that we should be consistent; that 

negotiations should be our prerogative, it should be at our instance. It should 

not be at the dictates of somebody else from outside India. It should be our 

prerogative; it should be according to our conditions, our situation 
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and the position adopted by the Government of India. It should not be dictated 

by America, and this impression should not go that either side has acted under 

the dictates of America in this regard, and our foreign policy position should be 

maintained. Our foreign policy is the unanimous position, the consensus 

position in India. 

Thank you. 

SHRI SHANKER ROY CHOWDHURY (West Bengal): Thank you, Sir. 

I compliment the Prime Minister for his initiative on Jammu and Kashmir. I also 

compliment the Prime Minister on the earlier initiatives taken by him in Lahore 

and Agra. But, I would like to express certain concerns that many of us have. I 

will begin by the statement that the hon: Member, Shri Natwar Singh, has 

referred to, that is, Lt. General J. Garner's statement in Kuwait, where he is 

alleged to have made a statement that it is part of the American policy, or so it 

would seem, that by December 2004, there shall be a solution to the Kashmir 

problem. Having seen the blueprint of the new American century, as it is in 

action in Iraq, such statements do cause us concern, and in this connection, I 

would also like to respectfully remind the Prime Minister of an assurance he 

gave on the floor of this House that whatever shall be the discussions with 

Pakistan--and this I think, was around the time of Agra Summit, there was 

discussion on it- and whatever be the outcome of these discussions, there 

shall be no loss of territory in Jammu and Kashmir. This, really speaking, 

restricts our options, as we all know. But then, this is an assurance given on 

the floor of the House. The hon. Prime Minister and the Government of India 

will, as it is, be operating under severe restraints, when talking to Pakistan, 

given that the situation is as complex as it is, and our views are diametrically 

opposite, as at present. Flexibility, yes, certainly we must have, but there is a 

limit to flexibility. So, we do not wish to add on to the psychological pressure to 

the Government. The Government has a hard enough task before it as it is. Mr. 

Munir Akram's statement in the United Nations is another straw in the wind, 

which all our Members have spoken about. This adds to our concern. Lastly, 

Sir, I would again, place before the hon. Prime Minister my view. While Mr. 

Jamali has spoken to the Prime Minister, are the ISI and the Pakistani Army on 

board the proposal? I do not think you have any means of knowing it as yet. 

But it is they who will dictate from behind the scenes, because the agenda, as 

I' keep repeating from time to time, is that the Pakistani Army will want revenge 

for Bangladesh. It is a very personalised point of view, a 
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very medieval point of view, but that is what it is. So, keeping all these points 

in mind, I wish to place my concerns before the hon. Prime Minister. I do not 

wish any clarifications on the points I have raised, because there is enough 

pressure on India.as it is. I just wish to place my concerns before the hon. 

Prime Minister. 

SHRI ABANI ROY (West Bengal) : Thank you, Sir. Firstly, I 

congratulate the hon. Prime Minister for the statement that he has placed 

before the House. So many questions have been raised by hon. Members of 

the House, and I think the Prime Minister would reply to them. My point is 

relating to another item published in today's newspaper. It has been said that 

let us go back in time, before the 13
th

 December, and take up the issues. 

Earlier, it was the Government of India, which took the initiative of holding talks 

with Pakistan. This time, Pakistan is doing so, and diplomatically, trying to 

project itself as the initiator of peace-talks before the international community. 

Whatever it may be, I congratulate the hon. Prime Minister. Let us begin the 

talks, let us settle this matter, which has given rise to so many problems. Let 

us solve at least one problem, that is, the territorial problem, and make friends 

with Pakistan. As you have rightly mentioned, before that, economical, cultural 

and people to people contact should begin. Let us start from that. I am once 

again, congratulating the hon. Prime Minister for his Statement. 
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SHRI KULDIP NAYYAR (Nominated): Sir, it was a courageous 

Statement of the Prime Minister, coming from Srinagar, and I wholly support 

him. I hail the Statement. I wish he could have done it earlier. But his musings 

from Kerala, "people-lo-people contact", some of us are taking it ahead. 

Twelve Members of Parliament from Pakistan will be coming to India in the 

next few days. I have kept the Prime Minister informed, and he has been very 

enthusiastic about it. But when it comes to visa, I do not know why the 

Government is so stickler about issuing visas to persons like Rehman and 

Asma Jehangir, who are well-known human right activists. They were refused 

'visas'! Sir, on the one hand, we are talking about "people-to-people contact", 

and on the other hand, we are not issuing visas to people!  And even to those 

who are so friendly to India! 

Sir, I would like to tell the Prime Minister, since I have been following 

Indo-Pakistan relations and other things for such a long time, that, according to 

me, there are now three points to be touched. One is New Delhi; another is 

Srinagar, and the third is Islamabad. Let us not ever combine the three points. 

Let us not cover the three points at the same time. It looks, from whatever the 

Government has done, as if you have separated the two. it means, one person 

you have chosen to go to Srinagar, and the other thing you are doing here. 

This would be 8 very good thing, but let us not think that our relations with 

Pakistan are gong to be improved if we settle 'Kashmir' with them. I think, 

Kashmir 's ^nly a symptom, not the disease.   So, let us think of that. 

And, lastly, I would like to say that while you are going to talk, or 

some officials are going to talk, let there be a non-official channe* also opened 

because that would prepare the ground. That non-official channel would be 

very helpful to you. 

And, once again, let me thank the Prime Minister for making a very 

bold and courageous Statement. 
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�� +�� �� E"� �<X�� �0 ह�8 ��l� 5���  E� � �0 3���� � ह& 8 �� �0 �ह �<	�ह 5M�� 

������� ह& �� �P� �� �� ���� ह�/ ह& �3���  �� � E��>�� ��  �'2 ह�� EO��� 3� 
 ह� ह&? ��  ह� �ह �: �� ��>�  � � �+ �� ��l�� ह� < �� ���� 5V  ��' 3�2��8 
�<� f]C�� �� L
��� E	'� ह&, ��F� 2� ��� �  �`� ह+ ��� ह& 8 ह� Eह������ ��F� 
>�ह�� ह�8  ��F� �0 AL^ ��  �'�-�'� 
J+� ह@, �E 2� ह� >�E� �� � घ��0, \�� ��F� 
ह� >�ह�� ह�-��हp 3� ��  3���� �� >�ह��  ह� ह�8 g�� ह� �� ��� \�� ��F� �� N  
/�� EO0? g�� ह�/ ह�� � �`+� �0-�� 5� �  �हU 3��� >�ह�� 8 � �� �� �E 	����' 
�� 3�  ह� ह&8 �हU ��3� �  %�9��� ह& �+ �हU 2� ��	 �� ह& �� �E�� '`�: ��  
��
�� �� ������ ह+�� >��ह2 �� D  \�� ������ ह+�� >��ह2 �� �3��0 �<��^ 
 �]C �<घ �� %��]M� EO��, घi�� �हU 8 '���� \�� �हU ह�/ 8 g�� ह�� � �'2 �ह 
�+>�� �� E�� �हU ह&? g�� 	�A 59हU �� ��� � ��@ �0, �घ��-��i� � ��@ �0 �+>0�0? 
�3� '&�i��0i 3� ' �ह+	� �� 56'�� ���� ��� ह&, �� 5���  �^I� �+ W��	� 
�ह�� �हU 	��� '���� �ह �^I� �� E�� �� N  �<�� � � �� ह& �� �E \�� �+>�� 
��'� A�L^��< EO  ह� ह�, ��  5M�  ह� ह� 3+  D  	�A@ �� ����]� �� � �� �� 	� 
� �� ह�, �3Q��	� � 
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'��� ह�8 3+ �� %F� ह@��, �� /�� �0 E��>�� �� �� ह@�� '����  	+ E�  ��  ����� ��  
E�	 �E 3+ ��� � E�  E��>�� ह+��, �ह ���f�� ह+�� 8 �� �� �� �� � e3	�� �0 �ह 
/�� � E�� ह+�� 8 �E �� ह� ����
��� �� '`��  ह0�� �E �� ����
��� D  �� � 
'`��  ह0��? �ह �>�� ��' �� >'�� ��'� ��� �� ��' E<	 ह+�� �� �हU ह+��? /3 
3+ 3��� Aह�	 ह+ �2 ह�, 5��� �<X�� ���'� ह&8 ह�0 Aह�	@ ��  घ  3��� �� �� �P�� 
��'�� ह&8 Aह�	@ �� �L����< ��o�� ह�, 5���  E�i� ��o�� ह� �� ह�� � ���� �� ����'2 
3�� 	�? /<����	 �+ >'  ह� ह�? ��� �� �+: घi�� ह+ ���� ह& �+ �q  /��� 
	+
�� �� ह�� E����, 5��� g�� ह+��? �+ g�� ह�� �हU E���� >��ह2 ��? g�� A<�� 
�� ���f � � 0? g�� 2�-� q� >'�� 	0?  ह� A�<�� �+  2� �P�� D  	��� >�ह�� ह� 
D  /����F��� �� � �  	��� >�ह�� ह�, ��3+ � �� �हU8 ��F� �0 3+ �� ���� ह�2 ह�, 
59ह0 ��	��� �हU ����  3��� >��ह2 D  �� �� ����@ ��  ����� ह�� � D  ����
��� 
��  l� �̀ E�����	� l� �̀ ह�8 �� '	�� 3� �� M�� �ह� �� �� �ह 3+ ����
��� ��  ��� 
�F��  �  ����	 ह&, �ह 2� ��+�KLV �� ��>� ह& 8'���� ह�0 /A� � �� >��ह2 �� 
��+�KLV E	'���, �� ���� ह@��8 �� �� �� ह�� � 5��0 �+�	�� ह+�� >��ह2 8 '�हP  
�� ��J� ��q' � ह+�� ��  �ह�< ��� �� ���� �� q& �'� � ह+�� 8 5� ���f ��  ��� 
����
��� ��  5� ��� ��  %����<J� �� >'� �28 �� ��' �0 g�� ह�/ , �ह �� 	+ह ��� 
�हU >�ह�� 8 5���  E�	 �� ह��� ����
��� ��   �]C��� �+ /� � /�� �� ���<J� 
�	��8 	�E�'�� �� �हU, �ह �+>�  ��  �
�� ���'���, ���'�� >��ह2 D  �ह ��� � 
%��� ह& 8 �� �हU 3���� ���� �� ��� g�� ह+�� '���� 3ह�< �� �� � �� ��<"��, 
�� B� D  
��<J�� ह&, �� ह��A� �� �B�  ह0��, ����  E� � �0 �� � �	� �+ /F�
� ह+�� 
>��ह2, �� � 	�A �+ �� �<E<� �0 ��F��� � �� >��ह28 '���� ���' �ह ह& �� g�� 
/�<���	 '����  >'��  ह���? �E 5� �	� ����
��� ��   %����<J� 3� �� 3+ E�� 
ह�:, 59ह@�� /�<���	 ��  ��'�q 3+ �� o ��l�� E��>�� �0 �ह� ह&, ��  �ह �� � �� 
/���  ����� �O 	�< D  ��q� '<E� E��>�� >'�, �+ /��+ '���� �� �� �+ /�<���	 
��   ��'�q  ह� D  /<����	 �+  %�� 	��� �� ���� ���' ह� �हU ह& 8 �E /� �ह0�� 
�� %����<J� �+ �	��~ ह� '���� ����� ह&, �i�  e�ह 3� �� ��l� 5� ���� �0 �हU 
 �� ह& 8 
  

�� �� .��-� ,�ह: g�@�� /� eह	�
��� ��  %��� ����
i  ह�, ���'2 �हU 
 �� /��+ 8 
 

 �� 3�� �*ह��� -�#����: �i�  e�ह 3� 3E �� E+'�� ह� �+ �i��� �� E+'�� 
ह� 8 
 

 �� '�� ��5�: � , /��� D  ���� �� o �� ��� ���'� '��� ह& 8 
 

 �� 3�� �*ह��� -�#����: �� o ह�� � Hह \�� � �̀ ह� 8 
 

 �� '�� ��5�: � , ��o'� E�  �� �� o l`� ह�: �� 8 
  

 �� �� .��-� ,�ह: �� � � q �� �ह� ह&, /��� � q �� ह+��8 
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�� 3�� �*ह��� -�#����: ������ 3�, ���� �ह� �� �� 5��0 3��� �हU 
>�ह�� g�@�� 5���  �'�-�'� �� � ह�8 �E �ह �: A�p/� ह&, ह� ���� �+ � 
��'0 '���� ���� ��  ��'�� E��  �  ह0 8 ���� �� ह�0  %� �� 	��� >��ह28 /�� E��� ��  
�'2 5���ह 	��� >��ह2 D  ह�0 3<3�  E��  /�� 3��� ��  +��� �हU >��ह2' 
���'2 ह� '�हP  �� �� ��� '0��8 ��� ह� '�हP  �� 56'�� � �� 3�  ह� ह�, 
�����i�" ��A9� �0 �ह ���'� 5M��� >�ह�� ह�8 2� �ह��� �� /��+ �� B� �� .	 �� 
�T�B�� ��'� ह& , E"� ��A� �� E�� ह&, 5� 2� �ह��� �� �� � 5��+� �� 2 '���� 
�� ��� g�� ह+��? ह� �ह0�� �� �ह �� B� �� .	 ��  q& �'� ��  ��'�q ह& 8 �A�'� 
��lP�� �� /� E<�� ह�2 ह�, �F��  ��  ���'� �+ /�� �� E��>� �� �� ���� 3��� ह&, 
���� �T�
��� �� �हU, ���� ��� � �<> �  �हU8 g�� 3��E ह& ����
��� ��  ���? 
�+: 3��E �हU ह&8 �A�'� ��lP�� ह& 8 �3� �� L
����@ �0 �A�'� ��lP�� ह�/, �ह 
ह� �E 3���� ह� '���� E��>�� ��  S� � ���'� �� ���� 3�2, �ह 5��� 2� /��  
ह& 8 ����
��� ���� हi  ह� ह& 8 /�<���	 2� oY � ��S ह& 3+ ह�� � ~�  �+�� ��� 
ह&8 �ह E<	 ह+�� >��ह2 8 �+: �ह��� �� ��  ��S E<	 �हU ह+�� �+? �+  ह� ���� ���� 
���f� � � 0��8 �ह �	� 
�<�J ह&, �ह 	�A 
��<J ह& 8 �ह 
�������� 	�A ह& 8 �ह 
���� %��]M� D  ���� AL^ ��  �����  �ह q& �'� � ��� D  59ह0 ����L9�� � ��� 
'���� ����
��� ��  %����<J� �� 3+ �� o ��ll� i�'�q+� �  �ह� 5��� ��l� '�� �� 
A��	 �+:  �
�� ���' /�� ह& 8 �<�� � ह& ��  	��� 3'��� �E ��� ह&? �+: 
�ह���, /� �+ ��� ह�, ����� �0 �+2  ह�� ह�8 ���-��� ����� �� �ह� � 	��� ह& D  
��l� �<�� � �	��: �हU 	�  ह� ह& '���� A�� �ह� ह& �� ह� 	����� �+ ���� E�� �yo� 
� ह �� ��l� ��0  D  ���� E��@ �+ ������ ��  �'2 �&��� E' D  �9� E', �3� 
� ह �� /�F���� ह&, �ह 3�i� ��0 8 ����
��� ��  %����<J� �� ��l� ����
��� /�� 
�� ���<J� �	�� ��8 ���� 5�� 
����  �हU ���� ह& 8 ���� /�� �� �हU �ह�� >�ह�� 8 
 

 �� �� . ��-� ,�ह: ��q� �ह �	�� /��� 8 
 

 �� 3�� �*ह��� -�#����: D  �� ���' 5M�2 �2 ह�8 ���� �� B� �� .Y ��  
���' �� �+ 5V  	� �	�� ह& 8 ह�: ���A� �� ����L^ �� E�� �ह� ह& 8 �i�  3� �� 
�q  E�� �ह��-�ह�� �� o /ह� � �� �� >�]i� �� ह& 8 /��� ��� �� �  �'�� ह+��, 
/� ����+ ��3  ह� ह�, /� �+ �ह'� ह� �� �  >���  ह�, �� �हU 3���� 3E �i�  3� 
��	�A �<J� �� �E �� � ह �� ��� ह+�� �� �� ��� �� ह+ 3��� ��, �ह�< ��3�� ह&, �ह 
��� �हU ��, ����+ ��3�� ह&, �ह ��'�� �हU ��8 �ह �S�� ह& �� ��  ह� �� � �� 
ह� �� ह�0 ����  �3	�� ��3�� ह& �+ �q  ����
��� �� 5���  �'2 �<���  � �� � �̀��, 
2H��0i '��� � �̀��, ���� �<�J�@ �� �'�ह-�A�� � � �� � �̀��, �ह�+���@ �� � �� 
� �̀��, '���� ह�� �  �3	�� �ह�< �   ह�� >��ह2 , \�� /�F���� ह� ��l  ह� ह& 
D  5� /�F��� �+ �� � ���� 3�2��8 �� �9���	 	��� ह� < 5� �	
�@ �+ �39ह@�� 
� ��  S� � �� �: �ह' �� 
���� ���� ह& 8 ह�0 ���]� �0 ��  5���  ����� �� 
/�F���� ह+�� g�@�� /�� ��  �
�� 5E`-��E`  �
�� ह& 8 /�<���	 ��  E� � �0 
���]����� � �� ��LF�' ह+�� ह& 8 /�<���	� ��E�9� ह�, �����^ ह� �� ���� ��  E<�� �0 
ह�, �ह �� ��F��� ��  ��� �हU �ह� 3� ���� '���� 3+  �� L
��� ह& ह�0 5��� 
����� � �� ह&, �O�� �� ����� � �� ह& 8 ह� 3+ ��  
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�� L
��� 5��9� ह+�� 5��� ����� � �� ��  �'2 �&��  ह� 8 D  ���0 �	� �� �Y 
����� �� � ���  ह��� , \�� �� �� ��F��� ह& 8 �� '	�� �&�  3� �� �� 2� E�� �ह�� 
>�ह�� ह� <, ��  �J��  ह�, 5��� �3  �E  �  ��  ह�� ह&- �E  �0 �� g�� E+'�� ह�, 
�� o �E  ह& �� �हU8 D  g�� E+'�� ह& 5��0 �� o �`E` �E  �+ �हU ह& 8 �E �हU 
>'��->'��,3��� �  >O��->O�� �� '	�� 3� �� �ह �	�� �� � ����
��� �� /  ह� ह�-
��_'���0i ��  ��E - /� 5��� 
���� � 0��8 ���� �ह �+ �हU �ह� �� �� 
���� 
�p< ��, '���� ���� �ह �� �हU �ह� �� �� 
���� �हU �p�� 8 �E 3��� �  � �̀ ह+ �  
�  �� g�� �  ���� ��? �� �+ >O ���� �� �� 5V  ���� ��8 ..(0�-���)... ��  
�� '	�� 3� 3���� ह� �� �� /	�� ��  �'2 5� �� ���A�' ह& �ह �+ >O���8 �हU, ह  
ह�'� �0 >��� �� ह�� � q& �'� �हU ह& 8 ह& �+ 5���  �'2 ���� � >��ह2 D  ����� � 
�R3 >��ह28 ह� ���� �+ E�'� '0 D  घ  �0 5��� �Q��� � �  ��0  �+8 ���'2 ह  
E�� �0 36	� M�� �हU ह&8 �+>-��l �  q�< �- q�< � �  �	� 5M��� �� 3p � ह& 8 
E`� ��3�� ��'� ह& 8 �� 3���� ह� <, ���� Eह�� �� � �3Q��	� � '� ह&8 ���� �����@ �� 
�L]i �� �&� �iघ � �0 �`� ह� <, �  �9ह@�� �q  2'�� �  �	��, �ह �q  	+
�� �� ह�� 
EO��� ह&8 �� � �� g�� ह�? ���'2 �� 5��+ �ह  ह� ह� <  �� �� � �'2 �� �ह /�� � 
%��� ह&8 ��  �� � D  ����
��� �+ ��' �   ह�� >��ह2, �ह �� � ��F��� ह& 8 
�F��  �� 2�-��ह�: �ह
�� ����
��� ��  �R3� �0 ह& 8 3E	�
�� ह������ ह�/ �ह
�� 
ह&8 ��_'���0i �� �<�6� ��� � ���� ह& 8 '���� ह� �ह�� ह� �� 5��� �� >>f ह� 
��J�� ��  ���� � � �0 � 0��8 5� �  �� '`�: �हU ह+�� >��ह28 � o� p� �0 '`�: 
ह+�� >��ह28 /�<���	 ��  �'2 �+: 
��� �हU ह+ ���� 8 /��� /�<���	 ������ 
�� AJ� ह& 8 ��  �� ��� ��   �]C��� �ह �ह�� ह� �� ��� /�<���� ��  D  �� �O ह& 
�3� �  ������ �+ ��3� %�a� � �� ह&8 '���� /�<���	 ��  ��� ��lP�� �हU  ह+ 
���� D  � ह� ���� 
������� �+ ��	��� �  ���� ह� 8 �� ��l�� ह� < �� �� o 
%F�@ �+ ���� 5V  �	�� ह& D  �	� �� �<�+. ह+�� 8...(0�-���)...  
  

 �� ��#�- &�M: �w�� i ��'�  ह ��� 8 
 

 �� 3�� �*ह��� -�#���� : �ह ��'-��' ��'� ���'� ह� ��'  ��'@ �  
o+`�� ह� 8...(0�-���)...  

 

 �� *����- *8���� : (�T� %	�A): '+� g�� ��  �� �� 5�  3� ��0 ��, �3� 
� ह �� 5�  �� '+� /  ह� ह�? 

 

 �� �����	: /� >'� �� 3��� ��'-��'&��< �0...(0�-���)...  

 

 �� *����- *8���� : g�� ह� \�� �ह' � 0��? 

 

 �� 3�� �*ह��� -�#���� : �हU, �� �  ��>� -������ '����  >'�� 
 ह���8 � ��  ��'� �	��� �� ��� �   ह� ह&, �E �� �ह�+� '��  /�� EO�� >�ह�� 
ह& 8 �ह 
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 �]C�� %F� ह�8 �ह �+: 	' �� 3�`� ह�/ ���' �हU ह& 8 �� ��l�� ह� < �� �� �	� �0 
D  �	� ��  E�ह  �� 	�A �0 \�� ���� � ह+�� >��ह2 �� ह� /��-��F��� ��  ��� 
�ह '`�: ' �̀�� D  ��S �+ ह� 3���� ह�, ��  ह� A�<�� �� 3��0��, �ह ह�� � ��F��� 
ह+�� >��ह2 8 
 

 �� �����	: Eह��-Eह�� �9���	, %��� �<J� 3�8 /���  �yo� ��.� ��  
5�'�� �0 /3  �W� ��� �0 '<> x�  �हU ह+��8 �<�+. E��`+�	�� 3�8 �E /� A�p 
�� 2, 	+ ���i �� ह� �� � �  '08 

THE ELECTRICITY BILL, 2003 - Contd. 
 

 �� �$	(J *�� (����: ��9��  ,�� 36	� �� E+'�� ह� < 8 �ह N�� 2g��� �� 
3+  g'�� 42 ह&, 5��0 /� 2� �.�, 	+ �.�, ��� �.� �� '�����, /3 ह� �� � �+' 
	��32, �3��� �� ��<> �.� �0 �� o ह+ 3�2 8 �हU �+ ��>< �.� E�	 �+'0�� �+ ह+�� �& �� 8 
D  3+ �< W���  �� {��+���� 'v ह& , �� 36	� �� �O �  ���� 	��� ह� < 8 g'�� �< 
126(6) �0 /��� �'�� ह&: 

"for the purposes other than  for which the usage of electricity was 

authorised". 

 

�E �ह ��+ ��W" ह& �� �हU, �ह �P� �"���" � ���? �<J� 3�, /� �K ��� g'�3-
135(2) �+ ��O2, �'�� ह& �� �+: �� �<
�&gi  "he can inter-inspect, break open 

and search any place or premises, in which he has reason to believe that 

electricity has been, is being, or, is likely to be used unauthorisedly." �E �� �+ 
�P� �� � ���, �� �� � q T��� 	��32 8 �ह+	�, '�
i �v�i �ह �� g'�3 �<E  
96, 135- �+ /� ��� �  	��32 8  �� ��  ���� ^ g'�3 139 D  140 Eह�� 
3E	�
� ह�, �� �+ /� 3p  	�� '��32 8 �� �0 �'�� ह&, "whoever negligently 

causes electricity to be wasted or diverted." �E �ह �P� �� � ��� �� 
��r'�30i'� ���� ह&8 ��� � ह 140 �0 ह&, whoever maliciously causes electricity." 

�&'�����'� ह& �� �हU, �� �+ �P� �� � ���8 ���'2 /� �K �� �  ��  �� g'�3�3 
�+ 3&�� ���� ��0"�0i �	�� ह&, >03 �  	��32 8 �ह+	�, ���� 37 ��0"�0s� �	2 ह� D  
��  /� �� ��  E� � �0 ����  �� 	0�� �+ E"� ��ह E��� ह+�� 8 �q  �E' ��� ह+ 3�2, 
�+: E��� �हU, ह� /� ��  ��� E&M0��8 /� ह�� � ��� E&M�  2�-2� g'�3 ��  E� � 
�0 E�	 �0 �� E+'0�� �+ �� E"� ��A� ह+�� 8 
 

(E������	 ��H���� ह�>) 
 

 �9ह� AR	@ ��  ���, >&� ��� ��हE D` /� �"ai�->&� ��� /  ��� ह�-�� 
/� 	+�@ �� Eह�� /�� � ह� < �� ��l� �P�� �	�� D  �� � E�� /� ��  ���� 8 �� �+>�� 
ह� < �� /� 3p  �+:-�-�+: /F���� 	0�� 8 �9���	 8 
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